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ABSTRACT 
Variable length code ( VLC ), also called Huffman code [ I  1, is 
the most popular data compression technique used for image 
compression and transmission. But, it is vulnerable to loss of 
synchronization under transmission in a noisy channel. It will 
result in large drops in video transmission quality. For stopping 
error propagation, synchronization codeword ( SC ) is mostly 
used to localize error propagation effect. However, most of the 
SC cannot tolerate noise errors. We propose an iterative and 
efficient algorithm to construct error-resilient and variable- 
length SC for any application defined VLC table. They can be 
used for synchronization of packet ( ERVL-SOP ). It can be 
appended at the end of certain number of symbols to form a 
packet. Thus, channel noise error can be localized. With using 
constructed SC as SOP, the result shows that it can achieve high 
signal-to-noise ratio ( PSNR=26dB ) compared to use normal 
VLC code as SOP at bit error rate ( BER ) of IO” environment. 
In addition, the incorrect ERVL-SOP detection rate can be 
decreased to less than 0.001 3% effectively. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many image compression standards, such as JPEG, MPEG and 
H.263, use variable-length code ( VLC ) technique to reach 
lossless compression. By nun-uniform occurrence probability 
distribution of symbols, VLC can achieve shorter average code 
length than fixed-length code ( FLC ). However, variable-length 
characteristic inherently makes VLC sensitive to noise errors. 
When transmitted consecutively through imperfect channel, any 
bit error could lead to error propagation in VLC bitstream. The 
decoder will be loss of synchronization, as shown in Fig. 1. A 
single bit error in VLC bitstream could lead to lose dozens of 
codewords until the resynchronization is established. Therefore, 
error localization becomes very important for high image quality 
requirement in wireless application. 

Previous works have shown that utilizing synchronization 
codeword ( SC ) can localize error propagation effectively. 
Capocelli et al. [2,3] proves that SC are statistically feasible and 
derives some definitions to construct SC. Escott and Perkins [4] 
have presented how to search for a short SC with Huffman 
equivalent codes. In addition, Lam et al [5,6] improves earlier 
studies to implement an extended synchronizing codewords 

( ESC ). However, the constructed SC still has one flaw. They 
cannot tolerate any error. An occurrence of error on SC may 
either make SC undecipherable or lead to lose synchronization 
capability. In the contrast, error also may generate invalid SC. In 
addition, some designs use fix-length SC. But, it will have 
difficulties and need to sacrifice some performances for 
combining fix-length SC with VLC bitstream. As a result, 
development of error-resilient and variable length SC remains an 
important design issue. 

In this paper, we propose a novel algorithm to construct error- 
resilient and variable length SC for using as synchronization of 
packet ( ERVL-SOP ). It can tolerate both preceding symbols’ 
error propagation and single bit error occurrence on SOP itself. 
Thus, it can localize burst error effectively in worsening channel. 
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Figure 1: Error propagation of VLC 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce 
the idea and algorithm of constructing ERVL-SOP. The error 
localization scheme will be described. An error concealment and 
compensation mechanism for packet bitstream structure is 
discussed in section 3. In section 4, some simulation results will 
be given. Finally, a conclusion is made in section 5. 

2. CONSTRUCTING ERVL-SOP 
2.1 The Idea of ERVL-SOP 

Since the occurrence of error in VLC birstream can lead to loss 
of synchronization, synchronization codeword ( SC ) was 
proposed for localizing error propagation effect. Most of the 
previous works on this issue were studied under the assumption 
of no error happened within the SC itself However, it is possible 
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that errors occurring on SC. In order to strengthen the error- 
resilient of SC, we need to take two design factors into 
consideration. One is to manipulate the SC so that it will not be 
undecipherable by other codewords because of error. The other 
factor is to add error detection capability for the SC. In order to 
achieve above targets, it needs to construct effective SC coding 
structure. 

Traditionally, SC plays a role that is similar to other VLC 
codeword. The decoder deciphers SC and decodes symbol 
codewords through the same VLC look-up table. No additional 
different operations and hardware are utilized, even as error is 
occurring. If, however, we can use dedicated SC and separate 
deciphering to enhance SC error-detection capability and handle 
error localization effectively. Synchronization of packet is 
therefore guided by this idea. The relative architectures are 
shown in Fig. 2. ERVL-SOP locator is used to detect ERVL-SOP 
and packet data handling module can perform error concealment 
and compensation mechanism for reconstruct packet data 
structure. 

Decoded Symbol 

Decoded SC 

Look U p  
Table 

VLC Bitstrea 

I Usine normal VLC code as SC 

Look U p  Symbo VLC Bitstrea ‘T-fl Table 
Package Data 1 

ERVL-SOP SC 
Locator 

I Using dedicated SC as ERVLSOP !m 

Figure 2 : SC decoding architecture 

ERVL-SOP structure consists of three data portions as shown 
in Fig. 3. Error tolerance bits ( ETB ) are used to suffer the error 
propagation from preceding codewords such that SOP-kernel will 
not disturbed. Its pattern can not be same with suffix code pattern 
of any other codewords. Thus, it can prevent ERVL-SOP 
“etched by preceding codewords in normal case. Its wordlength 
depends on required error tolerance capability. The main portion 
of ERVL-SOP are SOP-kernel and check bit. Decoder detects 
SOP-kernel pattern from input bitstream. At the same time, check 
bit ( CB ) will detect whether error is occurred on SOP-kernel. 
Mostly, we can use Hamming code for check bit portion. Then, 
we can recognize ERVL-SOP even noise error occurs on SOP- 
kernel portion. 

With this codng structure, SOP-kemel can be safely protected 
by two efficient schemes. Error propagation from preceding 
codewords will be suffered and blocked by error tolerance bits. 
Error occurred on SOP-kemel will be detected by check bits. 
Also, The constructed ERVL-SOP needs to satis6 prefix code 
characteristic, for which no codeword can appear as the prefix of 
ERVL-SOP. So that, it can remain variable-length characteristic 
and mixed with variable-length decoding scheme. We can choose 
different wordlength of ERVL-SOP. Thus, the designed of 
ERVL-SOP would be more flexible for various channel error 
considerations. It can reduce data overhead due to insertion of 
ERVL-SOP into VLC bitstream. For example of 256 symbol 

tables, wordlength of 12-bit ( ETS : 4, Kernel : 8, CB : 4 ) is 
already enough for achieving high error- resilient capability. 

ERVL-SOP Structure 
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Figure 3 : ERVL-SOP structure 

2.2 Constructing ERVL-SOP Algorithm 

ERVL-SOP are described as below : 
The basic principles of searching acceptable code pattern for 

The prefix of searching code pattern can not identical to 
any other codeword pattern from the symbol table. It 
can ensure the searching code pattern meet prefix code 
characteristic. 

The prefix of searching code pattern can not identical to 
suffix code pattern of codeword from the symbol table. 
It can form error tolerance bit for suffering error 
propagation from preceding codewords. 

The constructing ERVL-SOP algorithm flow chart is given in 
Fi . 4. It is an iterative full search algorithm. All code pattern 
(2 -1 ,  L : target wordlength of ERVL-SOP ) will be examined. 
But, the mentioned searching principles can significantly reduce 
the computation load. 

0 

0 

E 

Condition-1 : Prevent prefix rode rhlr~clcristie 
Condition-2 : Error talcrancc bit foming check 

Condirion-l 

searching ERVLSOP 

End 

Figure 4 : Iterative full search flow chart of ERVL-SOP 
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3. ERVL-SOP FOR PACKET DATA 
Concatenation of codewords or existed error bit may form the 

SOP pattem, which result in detecting dummy SOP. In the 
contrast, SOP may "etched" by error or normal codewords. Then, 
it will be masked and undecipherable. Fortunately, the proposed 
ERVL-SOP is immune to these cases. The incorrect ERVL-SOP 
detecting rate ( dummy ERVL-SOP ) is less than 0.0013%. It is 
good enough used for packet synchonization. But, it is true that 
even if the errors have been localized and regained 
synchronization within using SOP, the number of decoded 
symbols might probably be changed. It is because the error may 
break codeword into more than one codewords or combine some 
codewords into one codeword. For both situations, the 
inconsistency of decoded symbol number will form an offset and 
cause the following data being decoded at the wrong location. 
This can result in large area of the image being spatially 
displaced. In order to keep the number of decoded symbol within 
a packet the same, an error concealment and compensation 
mechanism needs to be added into decoding procedure. 

ERVL-SOP detection will only be valid between 0.8N and 
1.2N window ( N is packet size ). Out of this valid detection 
window, the detected ERVL-SOP needs to be ignored since it 
mostly is dummy ERVL-SOP. If it detects ERVL-SOP in 0.8N - 
N window, it will be filled with preceding last decoded symbol. 
In the contrast, the relative decoded symbols will be discarded if 
ERVL-SOP is detected in N - 1.2N window. This error 
concealment and compensation mechanism is based on image 
data continuity characteristic. The peak signal-to-noise ratio 
( PSNR ) of the image, under error occurrence, can be enhanced 
effectively. 

There are other forms of synchronization codewords proposed 
in both still image and motion picture standards. In JPEG-2000 
VM syntax, sequence resynchronization headers are used to 
facilitate the decoding synchronization capability. Sequence 
resynchronization headers are fix-length and no embedded error 
detection mechanisms. It has two main problems. Although 
sequence resynchronization header scheme can absolutely isolate 
the previous error propagation effect, bit error occurrence within 
sequence resynchronization headers will make it undecipherable 
to the decoder and probably lead to packet loss. In addition, fix- 
length codeword property will lead to rigid overhead in the rate 
distortion sense. Similar scheme is also used in MPEG-4 standard. 
They both suffer these two problems in a similar way. For our 
ERVL-SOP scheme, the variable length nature of ERVL-SOP is 
flexible to any pre-chosen overhead. It can optimize the rate 
distortion effect. Also, the embedded error detection mechanism 
guarantees the ERVL-SOP decipherable to the decoder even 
transmitted through a noisy channel. With these two features, 
ERVL-SOP results good resynchronization ability and is suitable 
for compressed image signal transmission using variable length 
coding scheme. 

4. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
Due to our decoding scheme, ERVL-SOP can still be 

recognized under single bit error occurrence situation. It also can 
isolate the error propagation of previously erroneous symbols. 
The only drawback is that it may recognize an erroneous pattem 
as ERVL-SOP due to the characteristics of hamming code. For 
example, if the error bit is located in kemel part or check part and 

makes the hamming distance between the erroneous pattem and 
ERVL-SOP equal to 0 or 1, it will be recognized as ERVL-SOP. 
Assume there is at most single bit error occurred within the 
ERVL-SOP at a given bit error rate, PBER. We define the length 
of tolerance bits, kemel bits and check bits as N ,  M, and L 
respectively. Remember that the error tolerance bits of ERVL- 
SOP are merely used to prevent ERVL-SOP from being disturbed 
by previous error propagation. If the error is located in error 
tolerance bits, it will be neglected. As a result, it will not affect 
ERVL-SOP recognition. For probability of single bit error 
occurred within kemel part or check part denoted as PSI, : 

N + M + L  
pan = c r + A 4 + L  * pBER * (1 - PBm)N+A'+L-' * + 

For the case that the hamming distance between ERVL-SOP 
and erroneous pattern is equal to 1, it will result an incorrect 
ERVL-SOP detection. Denote this probability as P,, : 

M + L - 1  
Pm,s = - 

2"iL 
In addition, we set an ERVL-SOP recognition window. ERVL- 

SOP detection is only valid and legal in this recognition window 
( 0.8N - 1.2N, N is packet size ). Denote this recognition 
window as WR The total probability of incorrect ERVL-SOP 
detection can be formulated as : 

Pjiiil=Psm*Pmrs*WR 
For example, if we choose N=4, M=8, L=4 and assume 

PBm=10-3, then Pfall is 1 . 2 7 ~ 1 0 - ~ .  Moreover, if N=6, M=13, L=5, 
then can be further reduced to 4.563~10-'. Apply our ERVL- 
SOP scheme to high resolution ( 1024x1024 ) DCT-based 
compressed image signal, there are only at most 0.21 or 0.0075 
incorrect decoded ERVL-SOP pattem respectively. It is low 
enough for high quality image transmission requirement. 

5. SIMULATION RESULT 
In order to examine the effectiveness and performance of 

ERVL-SOP, some simulations have been done on the Lena image 
( 512x512, 256-level grayscale ). Simulations are performed at 
two bases: pixel-base and DCT-base. In pixel-base simulation, 
we use ERVL-SOP as packet marker inserted into VLC pixel 
encoded bitstream. The wordlength of ERVL-SOP is chosen as 
16 bits. Another similar simulation is based on using normal 
VLC code as SOP. Related image results are shown in Fig. 5. 
They are also simulated for a range of bit error rate. Fig. 7 only 
shows peak signal-to-noise ratio ( PSNR ) of various packet size 
at bit error rate of It observes that the PSNR of using 
ERVL-SOP is about 4dB - lOdB better than using normal VLC 
code as SOP in pixel-base simulation. For DCT-base simulation, 
we first transform the image to 8x8 DCT blocks, then quantize 
and run-level encode transformed coefficients into VLC bitstream. 
ERVL-SOPS are used as End of Block ( EOB ) and End of Frame 
( EOF ) inserted into VLC bitstream. Again, the wordlength of 
ERVL-SOP is chosen as 16 bits and compared with using normal 
VLC code as EOB and EOF. Related simulation results are 
shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 8. It can be seen that insertion of ERVL- 
SOP in DCT-based coding VLC bitstream can improve the PSNR 
about 5dB - 14dB. 

6. CONCLUSION 
Video transmission over error-prone mobile communication 

channels requires higher error resiliency than required in other 
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channels. But, channel noise will cause error propagation within 
data transmission. The mostly used technique for localizing error 
propagation effect is using synchronization codeword ( SC ). We 
propose a novel algorithm to construct error-resilient and 
variable-length SC for using as synchronization of packet 
( ERVL-SOP ). It provides high error tolerances and flexibility 
for various applications. Simulation results show that it can 
achieve high signal-to-noise ratio ( Pixel base PSNR=26dB; DCT 
base PSNR=2ldB ) compared to traditional using normal VLC 
code as SOP schemes at bit error rate ( BER ) of 
environment. It has about 4dB - 14dB better performance. 
Besides, the incorrect ERVL-SOP detection rate can be decreased 
to less than 0.0013% ( with N=4,  M=8, L=4 ). 

+ERVL-SOP 

+Normal VLC code as SOP 

(a) (b) 
Figure 5 : Pixel Base Simulation result with 0.1% BER 

( packet size 64 ) 
(a) ERVL-SOP (b) Normal VLC code as SOP 

log(Package Size) 

(a) (b) 
Figure 6 : DCT Base Simulation result with 0.1% BER 

( frame size 64 ) 
(a) ERVL-SOP (b) Normal VLC code as SOP 
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Figure 8 : Variation of PSNR with different BER at 
frame size of 64 ( DCT-based ) 
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